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This invention relates to a well drilling tool of the invention. Fig. 2 is a fragmentary hori 
and relates, more particularly to a well bit. It Zontal detailed sectional view of the tool illus 
is a general object of the present invention to trated in Fig. 1, being a view taken through a 
provide a well bit involving a practical, effective portion of the body and one of the blades and 
and improved cutting means. cutting units. Fig. 3 is a fragmentary horizontal 

In the drilling of deep wells, for example, oil detailed sectional view of another embodiment of 
wells, earth formations are encountered that are the invention. . 
effectively drilled by diamonds or bodies of hard The cutting means and the manner of mount 
cutting material known as diamond Substitutes ing the cutting means provided by this invention 
provided on the drilling tools. It is desirable to may be readily embodied in various classes of 
mount the bodies of hard cutting material on\tools, for example, in well bits, well reamers, etc., 
blades formed of material having relatively low of different styles and characters. Throughout 
resistance to abrasion so that the tool will be the following detailed disclosure, the invention 
self-sharpening through use. Most materials will be described in two simple forms embodied 
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strong and therefore are not well suited for present invention is not to be construed as limited 
directly carrying the diamond substitutes or or restricted to the Specific forms or applications 
bodies of hard cutting material. about to be described, but is to be taken as in 
An object of the invention is to provide a well 'cluding any features or modifications that may 

bit including cutting means comprising plates fall within the scope of the claims. 
of relatively hard material carrying the diamond The embodiment of the invention illustrated in 
substitutes and blades of a material having rela- Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawing includes generally, 
tively low resistance to abrasion cast on the body a body 10, material 11 having relatively low re 
of the tool and carrying and backing up the said sistance to abrasion, cast on the body 10 and 
plates. having a plurality of projecting blades B, cut 
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Another object of the invention is to provide ting units 12, and means 13, for attaching or y 

a well bit of the character mentioned in which fixing the cutting units 12 to the blades B. 
the relatively soft material having low resistance The body 10 is cylindrical in its general con 
to abrasion is cast directly onto the body of the figuration and is provided in its upper, end por 
bit and provides or has integrally formed there- tion with a central longitudinal fluid passage 14. 
with, the projecting blades carrying the cutting The lower end part of the body 10 is rounded or 
unitS. substantially semi-spherical as illustrated in Fig. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 1 of the drawing. A plurality of branch open 

a cutting unit for a well drilling tool consisting ings 15 are provided in the lower end of the body 
of a multiplicity of diamond substitutes or bodies 10 to communicate with the main fluid passage 
of hard cutting material embedded or partially 14. A plurality of circumferentially spaced ver 
embedded in a plate of steel, hard bronze or the tical ribs 16 project from the body 10 through 
like. which the operating or cutting thrusts are trans 
Another object of the invention is to provide mitted directly from the cutting units 12 to the 

a bit of the character mentioned including simple, body 10, as will be hereinafter described. In 
practical and improved means for Securing or fix- the specific embodiment of the invention dis 
ing the cutting units to the backing up blades of closed in the drawing where there are four cut 
relatively soft material. . . ting blades B and cutting units 12, there are four 
Another object of the invention is to provide equally spaced ribs 16 provided on the body. The 

a well bit of the character mentioned in which sides or faces 17 of the ribs that are forward 
the cutting units are applied to or mounted on relative to the direction of rotation of the tool 
the tool after the relatively soft material. is cast during operation, are flat and vertical to re 
On the body of the tool. ceive the cutting units 12. 

Further objects and features of our invention In accordance with the preferred construction, 
will be best and more fully understood from the a single body of relatively, soft material 11 is 
following detailed description of typical forms cast directly onto the body 10 and involves or 
and applications of the invention, throughout provides projecting blades B for carrying and . 
which description reference will be had to the backing up the cutting units 12. The material 
accompanying drawing, in Which: 11 may be in the nature of bronze, brass, alumi 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of one embodiment num or the like. The relatively soft material 
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11 may completely encase the periphery and the 
lower end of the body 10. If desired or found 
necessary, the body 10 may be plated or other 
wise treated to insure a more perfect bond with 
the covering material 11. Anchoring means is 
provided to effectively tie or connect the mate 
rial to the body 10. A plurality of spaced verti 
cal ribs or tongues 18 are provided on the body 
10 to be embedded in the material 11. Fluid dis 
charge openings 19 are formed in the material 
11 to communicate with the openings 15 and 
to discharge the circulation fluid downwardly 
from the lower end of the tool. 
The blades B are formed or cast integral with 

the main body of material 11 and project sub 
stantially radially from the body. The blades 
B are equally spaced about the center of the 
tool and project downwardly and outwardly 
from the lower end of the body. The upper ends 
20 of the blades are inclined outwardly and 
downwardly, while the lower ends of the blades 
are inclined or curved upwardly and inwardly. 
In accordance with the invention the forward 
Sides or faces 21 of the blades relative to the 
direction of rotation of the tool are flat and are 
in radial alignment with the forward faces 17 
Of the ribs 16. The outer and lower ends of 
the blades B are bevelled rearwardly and in 
Wardly away from the forward faces 21, as 
clearly illustrated in Fig. 1 of the drawing. 
Elongated grooves or slots 23 are provided in the 
material 11 immediately forward of or in front 
of the ribs 16. The slots 23 preferably extend 
the entire lengths of the blades B and extend in 
Wardly to the body 10. 
The cutting units 12 are the active or cutting 

elements of the tool and are mounted on the for 
Ward faces 17 of the blades B. There is one cut 

, ting unit 12 provided on each blade B and each 
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unit includes a plate 24 and a multiplicity of 
bodies 25 of hard cutting material. The plates 
24 are formed of a relatively hard material such 
as Steel or hard bronze. The plates 24 are shaped 
So that their upper, lower and outer edges are 
Substantially flush with the corresponding edges 
of the blades B. In accordance with the inven 
tion, the plates 24 are shaped so that their inner 
edges evenly engage or abut the rounded lower 
end portion of the body -10 in the inner ends 
of the slots 23. The plates 24 are adapted to 
be arranged against the forward faces 21 of the 
blades B and passed into the slots 23 so that 
their inner edges are against the body 10. The 
Opposite sides of the plates 24 are preferably flat 
and parallel as illustrated throughout the draw 
ing. 
The diamond substitutes or bodies 25 of hard 

cutting material may be formed of tungsten car 
60 

bide or other suitable hard cutting material. A 
multiplicity of the bodies 25 are embedded or 
partially embedded in each of the mounting 
plates 24. In the case illustrated in the drawing, 
the cutting bodies 25 are rectangular and are par 
tially embedded in the plates 24 so that their 
Outer sides are flush with the forward faces of 
the plates. It is preferred to mount the bodies 
25 in spaced relation and to distribute them 
across the plates 24. In the form of invention 
illustrated in the drawing, the bodies of hard cut 
ting material are embedded in the plates 24 in 
Spaced relation and in vertical and substantially 
horizontal rows. A vertical row of the bodies 25 
preferably occurs at the outer edge of each plate 
24 while a horizontal row of the bodies 25 pref 
erably occurs at the lower edge of each of the 

1,923,487 
plates. The diamond substitutes or hard bodies 
25 may be cast or embedded in the mounting 
plates 24 in any known or desired manner. It 
may be found desirable to form the plates 24 of 
hard bronze in preference to steel, as hard bronze 
bonds more perfectly with the diamond substi 
tutes 25 and has a comparatively low melting 
point, so that the diamond substitutes may be 
embedded in the plates without being subjected 
to high temperatures which are usually injurious 
to hard cutting inserts. It is to be understood 
that the mounting plates 24 are formed of a 
material having greater strength than the mate 
rial 11 and a material that is Sufficiently strong 
and rigid to effectively hold the diamond substi 
tutes. 25. 
The means 13 for fixing or attaching the cut 

ting units 12 to the blades B includes a plurality 
of drive screws 26 for securing each plate 24 to 
its backing up blade B. The drive Screws 26 are 
adapted to be driven through spaced horizontal 
openings in the plates 24 and into the blades B. 
The screws 26 are formed of hardened steel and 
have coarse heavily pitched threads so that they 
become firmly fixed in the plates and blades B. 
Heads 27 are provided on the outer ends of the 
screws 26 to engage the forward faces of the 
plates 24. When the drive Screws 26 are driven 
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into place, they tightly and permanently attach 
the cutting units 12 to the blades B. 
In the Operation of the form of the invention 

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawing, the 

105 

bodies 25 of hard cutting material are mounted 
So as to be effective in acting upon the formation. 
The backing up blades B, in being formed of a 
relatively Soft material are worn away as the 
Wear on the cutting units 12 progresses, so that 
the tool always has ample working clearance. 
The plates 24 are of Sufficiently hard rigid mate 
rial to dependably carry the cutting bodies 25 
and so as to withstand the working thrusts and 
pressures. The blades B effectively back up and 
Support the plates 24 while the ribs 16 engage 
the rear Sides of the plates 24 to transmit the 
cutting thrusts directly to the body 10. The 
curved inner edges of the plates 24 engage the 
body 10 So that the upward working thrusts or 
pressures are directly transmitted to the body 
and do not put undue strains on the screws 26. 
The diamond Substitutes 25, in being embedded 
in the forward sides of the plates 24 are at all 
times exposed so as to actively engage the forma 
tion. It is to be noted that the invention pro 
vides a bit in which the backing up blades Bef 
fectively carry and support the cutting units 12, 
but do not in any way interfere with the proper 
cutting action of the hard cutting elements 25. 
As the blades 25 are readily worn away together 
with the cutting units 12, the tool is self-sharp 
ening. The body 10 may be recovered upon the 
wearing away of the cutting means so that it 
may be again utilized. The material 11 may be 
melted from the body 10 so that the body may 
be provided with the Second covering of soft ma 
terial 11 and with the new cutting units 12. 

In the form of invention disclosed in Fig. 3 
of the drawing, the body 10a, the relatively soft 
material 11a, and the cutting units 12a are sub 
stantially identical with the corresponding ele 
ments of the embodiment illustrated in Figs. 
and 2. The means 13a for attaching the cutting 
units 12a to the blades B' includes a plurality 
of Spaced studs 30 projecting from the rear side 
of each plate 24a. The studs 30 extend into 
Spaced openings 31 in the blades B". The open 
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ings 3 extend completely through the lades 3' 
agaci their 'ear or Outer end portions &re tapared 
or flared outwardly. Nuts 32 are threaded on the 
studs 30 to clamp the plates 24a against the for 
Wrd sides of the loades 3' end the roS 62. 
The Ints 32 are frustro-conical to fit the tapered 
openings 3. The nuts 32 are preferably tally 
counters ink in the openings 3 arid are provided 
at their outer exhis with polygonal Sockets 33. 
the body Do, and the relatively soft material ic, 
are elieved in front of the ribs 16c to facilitate 
the passage of the studis 30 into the openings 3 
and the positioning of the plates 24.cg 2gainst 
the blades and ribs. The inner eige portions OE 
the pates 24ty are seated in notches 34 in aediate- . 
ly in front of the ribs 16d. it will be readily ap 
parent how the cutting units 12a may be easily 
and quickly mounted on the olades B. The fee 
tures and operation of the embodiment disclosed 
in Fig. 3 are similar generally to those of the 
above described for in of the invention. The studs 
30 and the nuts 32 tightly and effectively clamp 
the cutting units 2d. against the blades B and 
the ribs i3a. In this form of invention, the cut 
fing units 12a may be replaced at any time with 
out replacing the relatively soft material id. 

liaving described only typical preferred forms 
Of Our invention, we do not wish to limit ourselves 
to the specific details set forth, bat wish to re 
Serve to Ourselves any changes or variations that 
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37.8 y appeaf to those skilled in the at Orfall with 
a the scope of the following claims: 
ECavitg described our invention, we clair: 
... A well drilling tool including a body, a pro 

jecting is on the body, relatively soft materia 
cast on the body and having a projecting blade, 
the face of said blade being in the same plane 
as She forwardiace of the rib, here being a slot 
in the material at the forward &ace of the rib, a 
plate of relatively hard material arranged against 
the face of the blade and the for Ward face of the 
Rio and extending into the slot to engage the 
body, and neans for attaching the plate to the 
blade. 

2. A well drilling tool including a body, a, Oroe 
jecting rio on the body, relatively soft rateria. 
cast on the body and having a projecting tolade, 
the face of said blade being in the sane plane 

83. 

as the for Ward face of the rib, he'e being a slot, . 
in the material at the forward face of the rib, s, 
plate of relatively hard material arranged against 
the face of the blade and the forward race of the 
rib &nd extending into the slot to engage the body, 
aid means for attaching the plate to the blade, 
bodies of hard cutting material embedded in the 
plate, and Screw means for attaching the plate 
to the ade. 
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